What is Evo
Finance?
Evo Finance is a BRC-20
TOKEN offering
transparency, continuous
liquidity and an elasticized
supply to the holders with
the best rebase formula
which creates AutoStaking and AutoCompounding tokens.
-We offer Auto-staking
Protocol (best profitable
protocol) that makes
staking facile and offers
remuneration to the
holders and also aids in
stability of returns in
crypto.

DID YOU KNOW?
1.Auto-staking and
compounding features
propose fixed APY of
1000% annually.

3.Our Auto-staking
protocol pays you every 24
hrs.

2.Auto staking goes
straight to your wallet
when Evo token is
purchased from us. Tokens
need not be moved to our
website. It’s simple and
straight! You are staked
from the time you buy and
all set to receive rebase
rewards. It’s the easiest
auto-staking in DeFi EVER!

How does Auto-staking
work?
1.The Auto-Stake feature is
a simple function called
Buy-Hold-Earn.

2.Buy-Hold-Earn - Just by
buying and holding the
token in your wallet, you
will earn rebase rewards
directly into your wallet.
Your tokens will increase
every 24 hrs.

3.Buy-Hold-Earn - Just by
buying and holding the
token in your wallet, you
will earn rebase rewards
directly into your wallet.
Your tokens will increase
every 24 hrs.

Ever wondered what a
Rebase token is?
1.A Rebase Token is one
whose circulating supply
expands or contracts due
to changes in the token
price. This increase or
decrease in supply works
with a mechanism called
rebasing. When a rebase
occurs, the supply of the
token is increased or
decreased algorithmically, 2.Evo takes advantage of a
based on the current price positive rebase formula
of each token .

which increases the token
supply allowing the
holders to keep growing
their tokens,unlike the
traditional staking
protocol. However our
efficient usage of a
rebasing token eliminates
the need to approve and
traditionally stake your
tokens.

The positive rebase is backed by an Reserve which is
ensured and supported by the token’s buy and sell fees.

Diving into Reserve
1.Reserve is a separate
wallet.The Reserve uses an
algorithm that backs the
Rebase Rewards and is
supported by a portion of the
buy and sell trading fees that
accrue in the Reserve wallet
2.Reserve is a separate
wallet.The Reserve uses an
algorithm that backs the
Rebase Rewards and is
supported by a portion of the
buy and sell trading fees that
accrue in the Reserve wallet

3.The Reserve is dedicated to
buy backs and burns of
tokens when the pair supply
is equal to or greater than
2.5% of the total supply.

How can the treasury
help?
1.The Treasury plays a vital
role in Evo protocol. It
provides three extremely
critical functions for growth
and sustainability.
2.The treasury functions as
an additional financial
support for the Reserve.This
additional support can
become important in the
event of an extreme price
drop of the token. It helps to
create a floor value for the
token.
3.The treasury is also used to
fund new products, services,
and projects that will expand
and build up the use cases
and economy. Additionally,
the treasury provides
funding for marketing.

Let’s understand the
word BURN
1.• It’s an action of removing
circulating tokens from a
cryptocurrency by “burning”
them.
2.The burn is used to support
the supply of the project
3.Burning a token means
removing it from circulation.
This reduces the number of
coins in circulation. This
mechanism is used to prime
a new coin or introduce
scarcity, which causes the
value of the coin to increase.
4.The program starts with 2
billion tokens reserved
exclusively for this purpose
and will increase over time.
In order not to be a pump
and dump program, we will
perform the burn operations
in a linear.

So, do you know what
APY is?
1.APY the abbreviation of
Annual Percentage Yield.
This measures the real rate
of return on your principal
tokens amount by taking
into account the effect of
compounding interest.
2.Well, in our case, your
tokens represent your
principal, and the compound
interest is added periodically
on every Rebase event (Every
24 Hrs). Your new principal
amount is your then current
token amount, plus your new
rebase token amount. This
total amount is what gets
calculated for your next
rebase rewards.

How is APY Backed?
Evo has integrated a solid Reserve
structure which takes advantage of the
trading volume fees in order to back the
staking rewards (rebase rewards) when
the pair supply is worth 2.5% of the total
supply.

Scenario :
When the daily Reserve gains are
greater than or equal to all the Holders’
Daily ROI, this means that the Swap
Threshold can fill the plus-value
generated from the Rebase Rewards.
-> Reserve ≥ Daily ROI
If the daily Reserve gains are lower than
the Holders Daily ROI, a portion of the
Treasury is added to fill the difference.
-> Reserve < Daily ROI

↓

Reserve + Treasury ≥ Daily ROI

The result is a self-equalising system that promotes
consistent high returns over time to every token holder.

How APY is Calculated?
The APY is calculated from the reward
yield (a.k.a. rebase rate) using the
following equation: It raises to the
power of 365 because a rebase happens
24 hours. Consider there are 365 days in
a year, this would give a rebase
frequency of 365 * 1 = 365.
APY= (1+Reward Yield)^365

Buy and Sell fees/tax?
1.Buy and sell fees are an important
.component. They provide capital for
performing critical functions to the
protocol.
2.The amount of the fees (14% for buys
and 18% for sells) allows to provide
holders with the stable high yield of
1000% annually.

One additional benefit of the high fees is that Evo is the
only token that benefits when Whales dump because
the fees collected support holders.
Buy Trading Fees: 5% - Liquidity 5% Reserve. 4% - Treasury.
Sell Trading Fees: 5% - Liquidity. 5% Reserve. 8% - Treasury.

Placement:
1. 5% of the trading fees is directed to
the Reserve which helps sustain and
back the Staking Rewards provided by
the Positive Rebase.
2. 5% of the trading fees goes to backing
the liquidity of the pair ensuring an ever
increasing collateral value.
3. 4% of the buys and 8% of the sales go
directly to the treasury which supports
the Reserve, provides a marketing
budget and funds new project and
product development.

Our Future Projects:Evo Game:- Evo game is our future project that

allows Evo token holders to generate
even more rewards. Simple,
Powerful and Proven.

.Your Evo Tokens Give You Access to Game.
.Easy to Enter Easy to Place.
.Multiple Big Winners Each Week.
.No One Loses Their Initial Deposit.
.Even if you don’t win, keep all of your money!

The instructions and rules will be announced once
the Game is live

NFT’S:-

We are going to launch our own
premium collection of NFT’s with
best perks possible. The NFT’S are
provided free to Pre-sale holders.
The perks will be announced at later
stages

Metaverse:- We are going to enter the Metaverse
with a massive projects. The team
involved in Metaverse projects will
be doxxed to public. The details will
be provide to Holders according to
roadmap

Payment methods :We are going to launch our own
premium collection of NFT’s with
best perks possible. The NFT’S are
provided free to Pre-sale holders.
The perks will be announced at later
stages

Investment company :we are going to launch investment
company. All the details and team
related to company will be doxxed to
public. The investments will be done
based on approval from holders

The 50% Profits which will be earned from all the
projects will be given back to community and
remaining 50% will be used for future developments
of those projects.

